WRAP OUT RUST

Want superior rust protection? ARMOR WRAP® has got you covered. This metal-protecting paper is infused with water-based rust preventative (Vapor Corrosion Inhibitors-VCI) that work to repel rust as VCI ions released from ARMOR WRAP settle on the surface of metal to form a blanket of protection.

ARMOR WRAP contains VCI on BOTH sides of the paper (in contrast to most competitor’s one-sided format), which eliminates any guesswork when applying. Offered in cut sheets, rolls, with wax and poly coatings, simply wrap or interleave ARMOR WRAP between metal parts for rust-free shipping or storage.

ARMOR WRAP® BENEFITS

**EASY-TO-USE**
contains VCI on both sides of paper

**CONTINUOUS PROTECTION**
up to 3 years rust-free protection

**SAFE**
non-toxic, recyclable, environmentally friendly

**CLEAN**
no messy oils or grease - just wrap clean part

**MILITARY APPROVED**
approved by the U.S. military since 1983

**SEVERAL OPTIONS**
cut sheets, rolls, bags, ferrous & non-ferrous

**GLOBAL STANDARD**
meets all REACH and RoHS requirements
ARMOR WRAP VCI PAPER

BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT & YOU

ARMOR WRAP VCI Paper was “green” and “sustainable” long before these buzzwords were trendy. Made from the highest quality virgin neutral pH Kraft paper, ARMOR WRAP is environmentally friendly, fully recyclable and repulpable.

Better yet, ARMOR WRAP eliminates the need to store, handle or dispose of oils, greases and other toxic RPs that are harmful to the environment and to the health and safety of employees as well. “Wash your hands” of messy, oil-based rust prevention methods with ARMOR WRAP – when we say it is clean, safe and easy, we mean it.

TAKING THE WORK OUT OF YOUR WORKDAY SINCE 1979